
• Grape growers conduct their own trials but face
challenges in doing them and/or in obtaining results that
give confidence in decision-making

• Practical designs that use spatial data to account for
variability in land can enable efficient trials producing
informative results

• We worked with growers and their consultants to
understand their perceptions of these trials and factors
likely to influence uptake by them

Vineyard experimentation 

Factors influencing growers’ uptake of spatial approaches to 
experimentation

For more information please contact: xinxin.song@utas.edu.au
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• The strip trial approach was perceived as efficient,
relevant and rigorous while building understanding of
the impact of land variability on crop responses to
treatment

Uptake of the strip approach or other spatial approaches
will be greatly facilitated by:
• Easy access to fit-for-purpose spatial data relevant to the

site and purpose of the trial
• Automated measurements of response variables beyond

yield and vigour, and
• Activities for growers and consultants to learn about

spatial approaches to experimentation

Introduction

• A simple strip trial approach [1] was used with grower
and consultant participants to conduct trials in NSW, SA
and Tasmania (Figure 1)

• This design, coupled with repeated measurements along
the strip enables growers to see how crop responses to
treatments vary along the row in relation to land
variables of interest, such as elevation (Figure 2)

• Careful positioning of a trial [1] can help inform likely
treatment effects in other locations of the vineyard block

Key findings

Conclusions

Figure 2. Spatial variation in pruning weight (kg/vine) and elevation (m) along the rows
treated with or without compost. Each value in the graph represents a moving average of the
pruning weight (kg/vine), or elevation (m), of 10 consecutive vines in the row.

• Factors likely to influence uptake of this approach
include access to appropriate spatial data, the time and
labour to collect data, as well as knowledge, skills and/or
easy-to-use software for data analysis

Grower response to Figure 2:
“I think it answers questions as well as it provides focus to
managers such as myself to ask further questions of the block.
And one would like to think that, that would lead to
improvements in management more broadly or just
understanding a block better, which, invariably, you would
have to say leads to improvements, be they efficiency, quality
or whatever they may be”.
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Figure 1. The layout of strip trials (a) evaluating the effect of under-vine compost on winter
pruning weight in a vineyard planted to Cabernet Sauvignon in the Coonawarra region, South
Australia, and (b) investigating the effect of mechanical shaking of vines on the control of
botrytis bunch rot in a vineyard planted to Sauvignon Blanc in the Tamar Valley, Tasmania.
The compost was applied at budburst in 2019-20 and 2020-21 season before pruning weight
was measured in the winter of 2021. Mechanical shaking was applied to vines using a
commercial harvester prior to bunch closure. The imagery depicts spatial variation in
elevation. The compost trial was positioned according to the grower’s preference, while the
shaking trial was positioned such that the variation in elevation in the trial was close to that
encountered in the whole block.
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